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[245] Department of Ceramic Engineering Records  **Inclusive dates:** 1954-1995

[300] Size: 1.5 cubic feet

[500] General note:
The series consists of accessions 94-118, 96-11, 96-74, 98-20, 99-37, 99-51, 00-117, 003, and 01-51.

[506] Restrictions on access
There are no restrictions on access.

[520] Scope and content:
This series contains the records of the Department of Ceramic Engineering. The records consist of correspondence, memoranda, reference files, minutes of meetings and publications such as brochures, programs, and reports. Subjects represented in the records include activities of the department, curriculum changes and the accreditation of ceramic engineers. Prominent correspondents include department chairs Gilbert Robinson, Gordon Lewis and Denis Brosnan.

[545] Historical note
The department of ceramic engineering was established in 1946. The name of the department became Department of Ceramic and Materials Engineering in 1998.


[561] Provenance
The files originated in the Department of Ceramic Engineering.

[524] Preferred citation
Description and date of item, Department of Ceramic Engineering Records, 1954-1995, Series 125, Special Collections, Clemson University Libraries, Clemson, SC.

[600] Subjects
Clemson University—Department of Ceramic Engineering
Ceramic engineering—Study and teaching—South Carolina

[710] Added entries
Brosnan, Denis A.
Lewis, Gordon
Robinson, Gilbert C.
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